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Our mission: 

We inspire, encourage  
and nurture all our  
students to learn more,  
do more and be more.



Welcome to the Beacon of Light 
School – a place where education 
and opportunity light the way to  
a brighter future.

Students are at the very heart of our school, 
and we are passionate about embedding 
strong foundations and values for their 
future achievement and success. 

We recognise that every student is an 
individual and celebrate this through 
personalised, inspiring and authentic 
learning experiences which are carefully 
designed to nurture talent, build character 
and help to shape futures. 

Our experienced team of qualified teachers 
tailor learning pathways and deliver a 
bespoke educational programme designed 
to meet the needs of each and every young 
person in our care. 

Reflecting the powerful values and vision of 
Sunderland Football Club, we encourage all 
students to pursue excellence and aim high, 

instilling confidence, a strong sense  
of self-belief and a positive mindset to  
achieve their goals. 

We aspire for all our young people to be  
the very best they can be and provide a safe 
and nurturing environment where all can 
flourish, develop self-esteem and sense 
of worth, and take immense pride in their 
individual accomplishments. 

By investing in our young people today 
we will secure the future they deserve – 
enabling them to learn more, do more and 
be more.

The best way to see what we do is to visit 
and I look forward to welcoming you to  
our school.

Welcome to the 
Beacon of Light School 

Denise Taylor 
Principal
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Our vision, 
mission and values
The Beacon of Light School is defined and guided by an overarching vision, mission and set of values 
that determine focus and direction and underpin our culture and ethos. Our goals and core beliefs are 
at the heart of all that we do.

BELIEF   
Believing in what you can 
achieve to unlock your true 
potential. 

EXCELLENCE  
Pursuing excellence to 
exceed beyond your own 
expectations and those of 
others. 

ATTITUDE   
Approaching learning with 
positive  thinking and 
confidence.

COMMITMENT  
Taking responsibility and 
demonstrating respect. 

OPPORTUNITY  
Seizing every chance to 
transform your future.

NEXT STEPS   
Taking the first steps  
on your journey to  
future success.

VALUES  
OF OUR 

STUDENTS:

Excellence

Belief

Attitude

Commitment

Next Steps

BRILLIANT   
Leading the way to 
deliver the best possible 
learning and life-changing 
experiences. 

ENTHUSIASTIC  
Inspiring, motivating, 
encouraging and engaging 
every student. 

AMBITIOUS   
Aiming high and expecting 
the very best.

CHALLENGING  
Transforming hearts and 
minds to instil confidence 
and belief. 

OUTSTANDING  
Creating exciting and 
innovative educational and 
employment opportunities. 

NURTURING  
Encouraging and supporting 
every student to unlock their 
true potential.

Brilliant

Enthusiastic

Ambitious

Outstanding

Nurturing

Opportunity

VISION 
A life-changing school 
where education and 

opportunity lead the way 
to a brighter future.

VALUES 

VALUES 
OF OUR 
STAFF:

Challenging

Providing a  
supportive environment 

where students 
take pride in their 
achievements and 

success and treat one 
another with fairness 

and respect.

Providing unique, 
innovative and 

individual learning 
opportunities to 
change every life 

for the better.

Engaging and  
motivating students to  

aim high, value the 
pursuit of excellence, 

and fulfil their  
potential.

Developing  
resilient, independent, 
creative thinkers who 
are equipped to meet 

the challenges and 
changes in their life 

ahead.

WE AIM TO  
ACHIEVE THIS BY:

MISSION 
We inspire, encourage and 
nurture all our students to 
learn more, do more and 

be more.



Why choose the  
Beacon of Light School?

The Foundation of Light has a  
first-class track record and enviable 
reputation for its pioneering 
and life-changing education 
programmes. The charity founded 
the Beacon of Light School to 
operate as an Alternative Provision 
Free School as part of an ambitious 
new £20m education and sport 
centre of excellence in Sunderland.   

The Beacon of Light School welcomes and 
caters for students aged 13-16 years who 
are experiencing challenges in mainstream 
education. During their time in our care our 
team of highly qualified and experienced 
teaching staff will create individual and 
innovative learning programmes that are 
as unique as each student and designed to 
inspire and re-engage each young person.

By encouraging our students to learn 
more, do more and be more we can unlock 
their true potential, increase confidence 
and self-esteem, and promote personal 
growth, in a safe, respectful and supportive 
environment.

The Beacon of Light School is dedicated 
to excellence in teaching, learning and 
relationships and demands high standards of 
behaviour, inclusion and engagement as well 
as personal and collective responsibility. 

Our experienced educators are passionate 
about developing lively and inquisitive minds 
and are keen to communicate and engage 
with parents, extended families and the 
wider community. The school doesn’t just 
deliver core curriculum subjects such as 
English, Maths, Science and  IT but takes a 
more rounded and holistic approach to each 
student’s individual education, personal 
development and wellbeing needs. Our 
educators passionately believe in the power  
of education to change and enrich all lives. 

Our pragmatic approach to learning 
also considers the future employability 
prospects of each student from day one to 
ensure every young person leaves our care 
with the right qualifications and skill set 
that employers are looking for. 

From September 2018, the school opened 
inside the Beacon of Light and enjoys  
being part of a world class learning and  
life-affirming environment. The Beacon 
fuses together sport, education, the world 
of work and health and well-being like no 
other place in the UK. 

 The school takes a holistic 
approach to meeting 
each student’s individual 
educational, personal 
development and  
wellbeing needs.
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Average attainment 
score per student is 
significantly higher 

(+43%) than the 
national average for f 

or alternative provision 
students.

“My son is really happy at the school. The staff have 
made my son want to go to school and he is now 

taking an interest in his education. I could not ask 
for a better school or better education for my son.”

 Beacon of Light School Parent
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FOUNDATION OF LIGHT EXPERIENCE

The Foundation of Light was 
founded in 2001 and uses the 
power of football to Involve, 
Educate and Inspire thousands  
of young people every year.  

One of the largest and leading sports 
charities in the UK, it has an excellent 
reputation for its pioneering educational 
work with children, young people and  
their families.

The Foundation works with tens of 
thousands of course registrants every year  
using ground-breaking and award  
winning sports, health, community and 
education programmes.

As a result of our strong relationships, 
unique expertise and outstanding 
educational track record, the Foundation 
is experienced working with schools and 
learning providers throughout the region 
but also has the freedom to work across age 
groups, geographical boundaries  
and with other agencies. 

The Foundation’s approach to education 
is innovative; we think outside the box, 
take risks and work in partnership to 
provide a safe, inspiring and encouraging 
environment to develop learning pathways 
that are as individual as the young people 
we work with.  

Over the last 15 years the Foundation has 
achieved exceptional educational results:

•  The Foundation can attract and reach 
young people that may not access 
other services or agencies. Our results 
demonstrate our track record in motivating 
young people, particularly those who feel 
marginalised from the education system 
or wider society. We don’t just measure 
our success by education and vocational 
attainment – our results are also visible in 
improved engagement and behaviour and 
increased confidence and self-esteem. 

•  The Foundation inspires, encourages 
and supports young people to gain 
knowledge, skills and qualifications to 
enhance their life chances. We don’t just 

deliver core curriculum subjects such as 
literacy, numeracy and IT but also focus on 
employability and offer unrivalled access 
to vocational opportunities and networks 
that can connect young people to many 
local businesses.

Structurally and financially independent  
of Sunderland Football Club, the Foundation 
is the architect of its own success raising 
over £4 million per annum to deliver  
life-changing learning experiences across 
the region.

The Foundation’s reputation is reinforced 
by winning more than 10 national awards 
across its entire portfolio over the last  
15 years. Projects recognised as 
demonstrating excellence in their field 
include: Pitstop (youngsters excluded 
from mainstream education); Family 
Learning through Football (children and 
adult education); and Back in the Game 
(employability).

Foundation of Light 
experience and values
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Our promise to students, 
parents and carers

Students are at the very heart of 
our school, and we are passionate 
about embedding strong 
foundations and values for their 
future achievement and success. 

We recognise that every student is  
an individual and celebrate this through 
personalised, inspiring and authentic 
learning experiences which are carefully 
designed to nurture talent, build character 
and help to shape futures. 

The Beacon of Light School caters for 
students between the age range of  
13-16 in Years 9, 10 and 11.  

Our aim is to offer young people a chance 
to shine and help them find their way back 
into long-term education and we encourage 
commissioning schools to select their 
students on this basis.

The Beacon of Light school specialises 
in supporting young people where 
assessments and supporting evidence clearly 
demonstrates the young person: 

•  Has one or more areas of significant 
concern where disaffection with mainstream 
education is evident including habitual 
school refusers, non-attendance as the 
result of school phobia or emotional and 
behavioural difficulties that have seriously 
impeded school attendance; 

•  Would benefit from alternative provision 
intervention to support their reintegration 
back into mainstream education; 

•  Is finding it difficult to respond positively 
to existing behaviour strategies and plans 
and there is evidence of acceleration in the 
nature and/or frequency of the incidences  
of inappropriate behaviour; 

•  Has a statement of Special Educational 
Needs or a Statutory Education, Health  
and Care Plan which names the Beacon  
of Light School;

•  Is at risk of exclusion from mainstream 
academies or schools.

 

STUDENTS PARENTS AND CARERS

“We aim to create an inspiring journey 
of self-discovery in an environment that 

promotes the pursuit of excellence in 
teaching, learning and relationships by 

setting high standards of behaviour, 
inclusion and engagement.” 

Lindsay Howell
Deputy Principal   

The Beacon of Light School 
places great importance on 
its relationship with students 
and their parents and carers. 
Our approach is one of shared 
aspirations and mutual goals.

It is important to us that we involve and 
engage parents and carers throughout each 
child’s learning journey. By working closely 
together in partnership we can better 
support each young person’s development 
and progress. 

Our approach is a collaborative one 
designed to build positive and strong 
relationships and involves parents and 
carers in helping to make the key decisions 
about their child’s future. 

We encourage parents and carers to become 
active participants in school life, welcoming 
them into school and valuing their insights 
and contribution.

We strongly believe that parents and 
carers who take a keen interest and play 
a strong and supportive role in their 
children’s learning can significantly improve 
achievement, behaviour and transform their  
life chances.

By working closely 
together in partnership 
we can better support 
each young person’s 
development and 
progress.



A curriculum chosen  
to engage and motivate

Our curriculum is focused on 
providing a range of experiences 
that will engage, motivate and 
develop transferable skills in 
the areas we know employers 
want, alongside the essential 
qualifications required to equip 
our students for a brighter future 
including pathways to further and  
higher education. 

We offer the highest quality academic  
and vocational routes, supported by 
prestigious employers and endorsed by 
business. By aligning workplace qualities 
within a curriculum context all our 
students acquire valuable skills as their 
‘employability passport’ so that they are 
fully prepared for the next exciting stage  
of life’s learning journey.

Our syllabus includes GCSE English Language, 
English Literature, Maths, Science and IT as 
core elements, a vocational offer linked to the 
world of work, and a personal development 

curriculum – all of which will be tailored 
by staff to meet the differing needs of our 
changing cohort of students 

All our students acquire new skills and a 
positive way of thinking to help them re-
engage with a constructive and affirmative 
education experience and pathway. Our 
curriculum options provide students with the 
opportunities to progress along a number 
of possible pathways as they move into 
education or training post-16.

Our goal is to offer every young person a 
chance to shine and help to find their way 
back into long-term education. Reasons for 
referral will be addressed through tailored 
programmes to support their personal 
development. For example, communicating 
with adults, building resilience, reflecting on 
their behaviour, with a focus on individual 
programmes to support their social, emotional 
health and wellbeing.

All of which fits perfectly with our shared 
Foundation and Beacon of Light values of 
Learn More, Do More, Be More.

For more detailed curriculum information 
please contact our Deputy Principal or see our 
website for details.

Our goal is to offer every 
young person a chance 
to change and help them 
find their way back into 
long-term education.  

CURRICULUM
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100% of students  
entered achieved  

a Level 1  
vocational pass

“My child has excelled  
since attending the Becaon 

of Light. He is now  
a completely  

different person.”
 Beacon of Light School Parent



Equipping students with 
skills employers need

We aspire for all our young people 
to be the very best they can be 
and provide a safe and nurturing 
environment where they can 
flourish and take pride in their 
individual accomplishments. 
Ensuring all our students have 
the right skillsets that employers 
are looking for to make them 
fit and ready for work is hugely 
important. 

The impressive World of Work Zone at the 
Beacon of Light is a first for the region and 
will impact positively on student outcomes 
and experiences. 

Working with high profile and leading 
business names it blends learning and 
reality to provide a powerful developmental 
experience in a bustling, energetic and 
vibrant commercial environment.

The school enjoys access to the unique 
and aspirational World of Work. Working 
with our exceptional business partners 
and vocational network we can connect 
our students with local companies and 
unique work experience opportunities. 
Our business network includes prestigious 
names such as Sunderland Association 
Football Club, Jamie Oliver’s Ministry of 
Food and Arriva PLC.

BUSINESS PARTNERS

Ensuring all our students 
have the right skillsets 
that employers are 
looking for to make them 
fit and ready for work is 
hugely important. 
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100% of students 
moved from 
school into 

education, training 
or employment 

immediately  
after 11
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Providing students  
with a brighter future

The Beacon of Light School 
welcomes students aged 13-16 
years by referral from partner 
schools and education providers.

Our students are likely to be young people 
who feel they are on the margins of a 
mainstream school. They are possibly young 
people for whom life beyond school is an 
enormous challenge which could be due 
to family or personal circumstances or 
situations they have become involved.

The standard provision will be a 12 week 
full-time placement for students in  
Years 9 - 11.

Our Admission goals:
•  Year 9 - students will be develop the 

necessary skills, attitude and motivation  
to successfully embark upon their Key  
Stage 4 curriculum with renewed motivation 
and confidence.

•  Year 10 or 11 students will be inspired and 
encouraged to become re-engaged with 
their learning through exposure to creative 

vocational and work based experiences 
that will enable them to achieve success in 
academic and vocational courses.

•  In Years 10 and 11 students have the 
opportunity to experience first-hand the 
real life world of work and to acquire 
valuable employability skills working with 
our unique network of business partners.

The Beacon of Light School will operate  
an admissions process that supports 
schools, academies and local authorities  
to accommodate youngsters who are in 
need of alternative educational provision 
and who would benefit from an alternative 
learning placement.

The young people who attend the Beacon 
of Light School will be dual registered 
and will remain on the roll of their host 
school or academy.  The Beacon school will 
work in partnership with commissioning 
organisations (schools, academies, local 
authorities) to ensure that all our young 
people will benefit through improved 
outcomes, re-engagement, focus and 

renewed aspiration as a result of a clear 
pathway for the future.  

Carefully planned transition, curriculum 
continuity and appropriate re-integration 
are key features of admissions to the 
Beacon of Light School. 

Whilst being its own admissions authority, 
the Beacon of Light School will work 
closely with local authorities so that it 
operates in a way that is consistent with the 
Admissions Code and all local arrangements 
and protocols including Fair Access and 
Managed Moves.  

ADMISSIONS NUMBER OF PLACES 

The standard provision 
will be a 12 week  
full-time placement  
for students in  
Years 9 - 11.

The Beacon of Light School opened 
in 2016 with 40 places (16 places at 
KS3 and 24 places at KS4) and this  
number will rise to 80 full time 
equivalent places by 2019.

The school moves into the Beacon 
of Light in September 2018.

“Education empowers and enlightens 
and we are dedicated to inspiring young 

people to become successful learners, 
confident individuals and work-ready, 

responsible citizens.”
 David Hewson  
 Assistant Principal

83%  of students 
achieved five or more 

1-9/A* - G GCSEs  
or equivalent.



The Beacon of Light School is supported by an experienced and eminent Board of Governors (Trustees) 
who provide strategic leadership and management of the School to ensure it is academically successful 
in line with its education policies and strategic goals. 

All of our Trustees make a positive contribution to our students’ education and have an important part to 
play in raising school standards.

Governance  

TRUSTEES

Lynda Elizabeth Brown  
Lynda is currently Head of Education, Early 
Years and Complex Needs at Stockton-on-Tees 
Borough Council. She was previously Head 
of Standards and Head of Participation at 
Sunderland City Council.

She is the chair of the Beacon of Light School. 

Ros Potts  
Ros is senior manager responsible for National 
Workforce for The Football Association. 
With a 25 year career in sport she has direct 
responsibility for staff in 51 local County 
Football Associations and is an experienced 
board member for Sport England and London 
Sports Board.

Professor Roy Sandbach OBE 
Professor Sandbach is Chair of the Innovation 
Board for the North East Local Enterprise 
Partnership. He is also Director of the National 
Centre for Ageing Science & Innovation, based 
at Newcastle University, and Professor in the 
Faculty of Medical Sciences. 

He also holds visiting Professor positions 
with Northumbria University Business School, 
Cranfield University and Central St. Martin’s 
College of Art & Design, London.

Roy chairs the North East leadership group of 
The Prince’s Trust and is active in the creation 
of the North East Futures University Technical 
College focusing on IT/digital science and 
healthcare science.

Graeme Shillinglaw 
Graeme is former head teacher at New Bridge 
Academy and has many years experience as 
a Head teacher in secondary education and 
behaviour management. He was Head teacher 
of the Year in a Secondary  
School in 2009 and Head teacher of an 
Outstanding School.

He is the deputy chair for the Beacon of Light 
School. 

Lesley Spuhler OBE  
In a career spanning 20 years in the charity 
sector Lesley has been the leading light at a 
number of regional charities. For the last 15 
years she has led the award winning Foundation 
of Light – the official charity of SAFC.

The charity’s enviable reputation and record 
for delivering pioneering programmes is now 
not only emulated by other football and sports 
clubs but by institutions world-wide, which 
is testament to her determination to make a 
difference and inspiring leadership.

Before joining Foundation of Light, Lesley 
managed charitable giving for over 30 local 
companies in the North East through the 
Community Foundation serving Tyne and Wear 
and Northumberland.

Denise Taylor – Principal   
With 25 years experience in education Denise 
was appointed Principal of the Beacon of Light 
School in 2016. Previously she was Assistant 
Principal of Lord Lawson of Beamish Academy 
in Birtley, where she worked  
since 2006. 

Prior to this she was Deputy Head of House 
and Head of the Art Department at Pennywell 
School in Sunderland as well as Excellence 
in Cities Coordinator, Academic Mentor 
Coordinator and Business Mentor Coordinator.

Sandra Mitchell  
Sandra is currently head of Programmes at 
Sunderland City Council where she hsa spent 
nearly 40 years in various roles.

A qualified accountant, Sandra has experience 
in PRU/aternative education and supporting 
children with Special Educational Needs.

Chris Gowland 
Chris first began teaching career at the 
Foundation of Light, within their Pitstop 
alternative provision programme as a Young 
People Support Officer.

Now, Chris leads on delivery of the charities 
youth projects alongside his role as a Teaching 
Assistant at the Beacon of Light specialising in 
art and sport.

OUR STAFF

Aside from an inspirational and 
unique environment to study one of 
our strengths is the expertise and 
quality of our teaching staff. 

All our teaching team are highly experienced 
educators who are dedicated to making a 
difference to the lives of young people, and 
to inspiring, encouraging and energising 
their love of learning.

Our highly skilled team of qualified teachers 
and support staff ensure all our students are 
at the very heart of our educational offer. 
This shared vision of excellence for all and 
drive to help each young person reach their 
true potential, promotes a school culture 
and ethos of high expectation, personal 
responsibility and achievement.

Our student pathways are devised from a 
holistic approach to learning and tailored to 
meet the unique needs and ability of each 
young person. Our experienced educators 
are focused on raising standards in literacy 

and numeracy and removing barriers to wider 
educational success. All our staff are skilled 
in recognising the strengths and potential of 
each individual and are adept at nurturing 
and cultivating these unique talents.

With a curriculum firmly embedded in 
developing academic and vocational skills 
alongside personal development and 
wellbeing, our teaching staff also aim to 
prepare our young people for a life beyond 
school, where their positive contributions as 
members of their community will be valued 
and encouraged.

Every student matters, and our dedicated 
staff strive to ‘go the extra mile’ to ensure 
every student enjoys a life-changing 
experience and makes the progress they are 
capable of. Using detailed assessments of 
how we can support our students, insightful 
knowledge of our students’ needs as 
individuals, and our considerable teaching 
and learning experience, we are confident 
every young person will learn more, do more 
and be more.

Staff who will inspire, 
encourage and nurture

Our highly skilled team 
of qualified teachers and 
support staff ensure all 
our students are at the  
very heart of our 
educational offer.
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“  My child has responded well 
to a small school and the 
change has been remarkable 
both in and out of her 
academic setting. We have 
noticed a dramatic change 
in both her home and social 
environment.”

 Beacon of Light School Parent
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Get in touch  
today...

CONTACT
Denise Taylor 
Principal 

Beacon of Light  
Stadium Park 
Sunderland SR5 1SN

T: 0191 563 4765 
E: beaconschool@foundationof light.co.uk 

beaconof lightschool.co.uk

“My son has changed since 
he has started at this school. 
He now shows respect to me 
at home. He loves coming to 

school every day. I am so  
happy that he is here.”

 Beacon of Light School Parent
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Beacon of Light School 
Beacon of Light  
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T: 0191 563 4789 
E: beaconschool@foundationof light.co.uk 
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